CCL-EAR COMMITTEE REVIEW
RAND, STATISTA, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT ONLINE & DATA and STATISTICS
COMPARISON
2013
In Fall, 2013 selected members of the Council of Chief Librarians, Electronic Access and Resources Committee (CCLEAR) undertook a comparative study of four statistical databases:
•
•
•
•

RAND California (Rand Corp.)
Statista (Statista Inc.)
Statistical Abstract of the United Stated (Proquest)
Data and Statistics (USA.gov) - http://www.usa.gov/Topics/Reference-Shelf/Data.shtml

The review focused on quality and quantity of statistical data, subject coverage, search options, customer service, and cost
as well as options for customization and mobile apps.
The chart below summarizes our findings on our major review criteria. The following criteria were examined and rated on
a four- point scale (1=Poor; 2= Fair; 3=Good; 4=Excellent). A short summary and analysis of each database will follow.
CRITERIA

RAND California

Statista1

Overall Rating
(consider
functionality and
value to the California
Community Colleges
as a whole)

4
RAND provides
quality and up-to-date
statistics in a variety
of areas. Its strengths
are its ability to
standardize data from
a variety of sources
and to customize the
data into line and
column graphs.

4
Statista offers quality,
current and popular
statistics on a broad
spectrum. The
intuitive search
interface and the
ability to customize
the data earned high
marks from the
reviewers.

Content/Coverage

4
Business and
economics,
Community,
Education, Energy
and environment,
Government finance,
Health and
socioeconomic,
Population and
demographics.
Includes California
and U.S. statistics.

4
Business and
economics,
Community,
Education, Energy
and environment,
Health and
socioeconomic,
Population and
demographics.
Includes international
statistics.

4
Business and
economics,
Community,
Education, Energy
and environment,
Health and
socioeconomic,
Population and
demographics.
Includes international
statistics.

Source of data
(statistical content)

3
U.S. federal and state
agencies, and
intergovernmental

4
U.S. and foreign
government agencies,
private organizations

3
U.S. federal and state
agencies, private
organizations, and

Statistical Abstract
of the United Stated
2
Statistical Abstract of
the U.S. provides
quality data and
citation options for its
data. However, its
weak search interface
and inability to
customize the data
make it a less
desirable choice for a
statistics database.

Data and Statistics 2
3
Data and Statistics
operates much like a
search engine that
redirects users to data
found on different
U.S. government
websites. Although it
is free and the most
ADA compliant, its
inconsistent search
interface and lack of
customization of the
data make it a less
desirable choice for a
statistics database.
4
Business and
economics,
Community,
Education, Energy
and environment,
Government finance,
Health and
socioeconomic,
Population and
demographics, and
Geospatial (spacebased) data. Includes
U.S. Statistics.
2
U.S. government
agencies.
1

CRITERIA

Currency
(retrospective/current)
Search Interface
(consider
functionality and ease
of use)

RAND California

Statista1

organizations.

including market
researchers, trade
organizations, and
intergovernmental
organizations
3
Coverage from 1960
through 2013.

4
Coverage from 1913
(incomplete data)
through 2013.
3.5
Guided subject search
and the ability to
generate custom
tables or graphs based
on multiple criteria
(categories,
demographics, dates,
etc.)
Search Options:
Guided subject search
leads to easy fill-in
boxes with both a list
of available index
terms, and suggested
subject terms.
Only drawback is
users have to re-do
guided searches if
they want to modify
the original search
because the terms
aren’t saved in the
browser’s history.
The keyword search
only searches
category titles and
doesn’t give related
term for the search.
For example,
searching “alternative
energy” doesn’t
suggest the category
“Wind” or
“Alternative Fuel
Vehicles.”
There is no spell
check in the keyword
search.

4
Simple search
functionality
(automatically
“AND” all the search
terms in a search) and
the ability to search in
two databases
(Statistics, or Studies
& Reports). Users can
download their search
results into Excel,
Power Point and JPG
formats.
Search Options:
Extended search
provides option for
Boolean searching
(OR, NOT) and exact
phrase searching
(quotation marks).

Statistical Abstract
of the United Stated
major
intergovernmental
organizations.

Data and Statistics 2

3
Coverage from 1960
through 2012.

4
Coverage from 1913
through 2013.

1
A basic search box
with the option to do a
limited advanced
search. There is no
auto-complete or
suggestion for
possible search terms.
Users can download
their search results
into Excel and PDF.

1
Appears user friendly
with selected links but
due to the number of
agencies it links out to
and the many data
interfaces and reports
available, it is
difficult to create a
data set or find info.

Search Options:
Option to limit by
date, source, and
geographical area at
the result list.

Search Options:
Only suggested links
to data sets/reports
and a search box for
all of USA.gov.

Ability to sort results
by relevancy and table
number.

Ability to sort results
by relevancy,
publication date, and
popularity. Ability to
limit results by
publication date,
geographical area
(North America,
Europe, or United
Kingdom), the
number of results
retrieved (10, 20, 50,
or 100), and subjects
(administration &
social services, retail
& trade, technology &
telecommunication,
etc.)

2

CRITERIA

RAND California

Statista1

Statistical Abstract
of the United Stated

Data and Statistics 2

Citation Options

No
No citation options.

No
No citation options.

No
No citation options.

Accessibility of
Service (ADA
compliant?)

No
No text only version
available. No
Accessibility
compliance statement
provided.

Yes
Graphs automatically
generate a textual
interpretation of the
information for text to
speech readers. No
Accessibility
compliance statement
provided.

Yes
APA and MLA from
results list in pop-up
abstract. Citations are
not completely
formatted (e.g.
hanging indent,
italics)
Yes
No text only version
available.
Accessibility
compliance statement
provided in trial
(http://www.proquest.
com/enUS/site/accessibility.s
html).

Customizations (is it
possible to customize
the search
interface/search
results?)

Yes
No customization of
search interface but
users may request
special runs or data
analysis for any of the
databases contained
on this web site at
extra cost.
No
Accessible with
mobile devices but no
specific mobile
designed site or app.
2
On the Contact Us
page questions can be
sent through online
form, email or phone.

Yes
No customization of
search interface but
users may ask
questions and receive
answers from an inhouse team through
Statistics Q&A for
free.
No
Accessible with
mobile devices but no
specific mobile
designed site or app.
2
Database has a link to
Help/FAQs at the
bottom of the page.
No navigation help is
provided. FAQ
content is primarily
introducing database
content and features.

Mobile Options

Customer Service
(what types of
customer and
technical support are
available for end user
and library
administrator?)

No technical
information/requirements listed.
There is a video on
the landing page
(without closedcaptioning) that gives
a general overview of
the database. This
video should be

No
No customization of
search interface or
search results.

No
Accessible with
mobile devices but no
specific mobile
designed site or app.
2
On the Help Page,
there is no specific
technical
information/support
on the database.
Questions and
feedback are sent to
an email address.
There is information
for users on how to
browse, search, and
tabular presentation.

Yes
Includes “alt tags” on
images and closed
captions and
transcripts for
audiovisual materials.
Accessibility
compliance statement
provided
(http://www.usa.gov/
About/ImportantNotices.shtml).
No
No customization of
search interface or
search results.

No
Accessible with
mobile devices but no
specific mobile
designed site or app.
2
On the Contact Us
page technical and
reference questions
can be done through
chat, e-mail, phone or
mail.
No technical
information/requirements listed.

3

CRITERIA

RAND California

Statista1

Statistical Abstract
of the United Stated

Data and Statistics 2

linked in the Help
page for users that do
not enter the database
through the landing
page, for example, a
specific link from an
instructor.
It is not clear how
updated interface will
reflect usage statistics.
Vendor states that
there are webinars
available but it wasn’t
verified.
4
Based on FTE.

Cost (if cost is
3
2
4
available, does it
Based on FTE.
Based on FTE.
Free.
seem reasonable in
terms of comparable
products?)
1. Reviewers didn’t receive vendor questionnaire from Statista.
2. Reviewers didn’t request a trial and vendor questionnaire from Data and Statistics (USA.gov) as it is a free web site.
RAND California
RAND California is a branch of the RAND Corporation, a public policy research organization with headquarters in Santa
Monica. It contains 160 databases on California and many cover all 50 states since 1913 (incomplete data) to present.
Databases cover the following categories: Business and Economics, Community, Education, Energy and Environment,
Government Finance, Health and Socioeconomic, and Population and Demographics.
Because the database pulls from other data sources, RAND has attempted to standardize results so that data from various
sources are output in the same format. Output can be grids, tables, graphs, CSV, Excel, print and shared via social
networking sites. These options make it possible to share custom created graphs or tables in a variety of formats.
User support is minimal on the website. There is, however, information to contact the company through an online form,
email or telephone. There are no technical information/requirements needed to use the website as all the information is
presented in basic web formatting. There is a video on the landing page (without closed-captioning) that gives a general
overview of the database.
The database does not offer citation, mobile app or mobile view options. The company has not provided an accessibility
statement nor is there information regarding accessibility on the website.
Summary Review
The standardization of the variety of data sources in RAND is its strength. Drilling down through the subject/sections is
more effective than using the keyword search because of the lack of suggested or related search terms when using the
search box. Because users can create their own custom graphs and tables based on the criteria they choose, it’s highly
customizable to course content, which requires statistics and their visual presentation. The cost of the database is
reasonable and RAND California users may request special runs or data analysis for any of the databases at extra cost. It
is unclear how the updated interface will reflect usage statistics.
Images of RAND California
4

Figure 1 Categories covered in RAND California

Figure 2 Keyword search on "alternative energy" retrieved no results

5

Figure 3 Selecting the category Energy found subjects related to “alternative energy” under Renewable Energy

6

Figure 4 Lines and Points Graph with hover-over point to show specific data

Statista
Statista is a statistics portal with data and market research reports collected from over 18,000 sources. The market
research reports, also known as Statista Dossiers, provide a comprehensive overview of all key facts on a particular topic.
In addition to providing statistics across disciplines, Statista highlights statistics in two categories: media and
telecommunication, and economy and society in a "Chart of the Day." The former features the latest statistics in media,
Internet, telecommunications, and consumer electronics industries, and the latter features current statistics on the
economy, politics, sports, and entertainment in the U.S. and abroad.
Statista has an attractive interface and searching is simple. Users can search by keywords and auto-complete helps users
select the appropriate keywords and phrases. Users can sort results by relevancy, publication date, and popularity. Users
can also customize the statistics in Excel, Power Point and JPG formats.
Statista does not offer citation options or a mobile app. Approximately 10% of the database is available for free in Statista
but a paid account is required to access the entire database. The market research reports are available for free for
Corporate Account users. For non-Corporate Account users, they cost $200 for each dossier. According to the vendor,
academic institutions have access to the same resources as corporate institutions.
Summary Review
Statista offers statistics on a wide range of topics. The focus of the statistics seems to be driven by market research. As a
result, most of the statistics available are on current and popular topics, such as European financial crisis, online shopping,
and social media. Its content could be useful for community college students researching current topics and trends. The
attractive search interface and the ability to download statistics into Excel, Power Point and JPG formats are another
bonus.
Images of Statista
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Figure 5 Categories covered in Statista

8

Figure 6 Search results with options to sort and limit results and an explanation of Extended Search in Statista

9

Figure 7 Result page with options to download the data in Statista

Statistical Abstract of the United States
In 2011 when the U.S. Census Bureau announced that they would no longer be producing the annual Statistical Abstract,
Proquest stepped in and is now responsible for updating and releasing the publication in an online format. This database
is a comprehensive collection of statistics on the social, political and economic conditions of the United States and
includes over 600,000 published tables a year. It provides access to statistical information produced by U.S. Federal
agencies, states, private organizations, and major intergovernmental organizations. Those familiar with the print version
of the Statistical Abstract will see that the chapters are preserved in the online version. Users can browse through chapters
or use a basic or advanced search to find statistics. Limiters/filters such as data source, geography (by country, by region,
state, or city in the U.S.), demographics, and subject are available to help narrow down results.
Some of the historical statistical material in the database is available for free at the U.S. Census Bureau
(http://www.census.gov/prod/www/statistical_abstract.html) without the Proquest interface. The information in this
website includes PDF and/or HTML versions of the Statistical Abstract from 1878-2012 but there is no ability to create or
customize searches.
In the Proquest interface, data is standardized and provided in several formats. Initial data results are given in an HTML
table (similar to the printed version). Users can also download the data into an Excel file or a PDF document. Excel files
could be used to create graphs, as they are not provided in the database. Additional data and data context is provided in
the downloaded Excel and PDF documents. Citations in MLA and APA are available as well as permanent URL’s that
can be used for embedding in content management systems.
Help is provided using an extensive LibGuide produced by Proquest. This detailed LibGuide provides directions on
browsing, searching, emailing, printing and information on updating tables.
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A mobile app or mobile view option is not available for the database. An accessibility statement is available.
Summary Review
The quantity of data available in this database is its strong point. Statistical data is provided for all areas of the United
States with multiple demographic breakdowns. The options to export the data into an Excel file or review the extended
data in a PDF format are useful features. The main deterrent is that the data is presented in canned reports and users are
unable to customize their own data searches. Also lacking is the visual presentation. Aside from the colorful front page
the graphs and data charts are provided in black and white. The sheer amount of data and the lack of customization can
make finding specific information difficult and may frustrate users.
Images of Statistical Abstract
Figure 8 Categories, also known as “chapters,” covered and a simple search box
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Figure 9 Search results with options to limit results in Statistical Abstract

12

Figure 10 Example of a Table in Prices chapter with download and citation options

Data and Statistics
USA.gov is the official web portal for the U.S. government. The website claims that it “makes it easy … to get U.S.
government information and services on the web.” To focus on statistics, the reviewers decided to analyze Data and
Statistics (http://www.usa.gov/Topics/Reference-Shelf/Data.shtml), a page within USA.gov. Data and Statistics covers
the following categories: business and economics, community, education, energy and environment, government finance,
13

health and socioeconomic, and population and demographic. It also includes geospatial (space-based) data. Some of the
data collected dates back to 1913.
At first glance, the search interface seems user-friendly. However, it’s complicated to generate a report/data set because
the links are linked to various government agencies with different interfaces and reports. Users can search by the subject
area mentioned above, or use the search box on the homepage. However, that search box is misleading as it searches all
of USA.gov.
As this is a free web portal, there is no option to customize the “look” of the webpage as you normally would with a paid
database. There is a link to chat or email a librarian on the landing page. Users can also call or mail their question(s) to
USA.gov.
Data and Statistics does not offer citation options or a mobile app. Data is linked from other government sites; each with
their own interface. A quick sampling of five sources had no citation options. There is an accessibility statement on the
webpage. “Alt tags” are available on images, and closed-captioned and transcripts are available for audiovisual material.
Summary Review
Data and Statistics offers a wealth of information collected by U.S. government agencies. It is updated quite frequently
(as of October 21, 2013, the webpage was reviewed and updated on October 18, 2013). As it’s directing users to data on
different government websites, the format of how the information is presented is not consistent. The drawback is users
are not able to customize the data they retrieved. However, since it is a free resource, it is worthwhile to keep it handy,
especially when looking for official government data.
Images of Data and Statistics
Figure 11 Categories covered and a simple search box in Data and Statistics
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Figure 12 Search results of "population in California" using the search box from the homepage
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Figure 13 Clicking on the first link in Figure 12 links to State & County Quick Facts page from the U.S. Census
Bureau
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